
Virtual Reality
UNBOXED

Have epilepsy (or other disorders that could be
triggered by flashing/strong lights)
Are under the influence of any mind/mood-
altering substances
Are under the age of 13 (specific to each VR set)

Virtual reality (VR) is a computer-generated
experience that simulates real-life (or fantasy) events. 

Before using a VR system, there are some health and
safety issues to keep in mind. A VR headset should
not be used by an individual if they:

New users especially can feel dizzy or nauseous and
may lose balance during play. A properly adjusted
headset will reduce these feelings, as will frequent
periods of rest for your eyes. 

We recommend 15 - 25 minutes of play maximum
with 45-minute rest periods. 

Some games have stationary and seated options, let
us know if this is your preference. Other games
require standing/moving/stretching in various
directions. Please do not overextend or push yourself
if you feel uncomfortable or unsafe. 

You will be in a 6.5ft x 6.5ft square to ensure you will
not run into anything or anyone. If you step outside
this square you will be notified on your headset. 

If at any point while wearing the headset you feel
uncomfortable or unwell, let us know.

                                          A VR console has two major parts: 
                                          the headset and the controllers.

The VR headset is an entire gaming system (picture an
XBOX or Nintendo) packed into something you wear
on your head. While these machines are powerful,
like any computer they can be easily broken if
dropped. 

The controllers have ties that you can secure to each
wrist to ensure if you let them go they'll simply
dangle from your wrists, not fall to the ground.

Your headset should cover your eyes and sit
comfortably on your face. Adjust the strap on the top
and back to ensure a proper fit. It may feel a little
strange on your face at first, but you want to make
sure it isn't causing any discomfort.

Getting Started with Meta Quest 2

Adjust eye lenses between "1, 2, and 3" until you
can see most clearly.
Tap on the right or left of the headset to turn on
and off "passthrough" mode to see the room.
Turn the volume up or down with buttons under
your right eye.

Once powered on:

Find this UNBOXED online @ t.ly/zpzW to follow underlined links to more resources!
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VR Skilled Trades Experiences

Find this UNBOXED online @ t.ly/zpzW to follow underlined links to more resources!

Considering a career as a mobile crane operator? In
crane simulator complete obstacle courses with an
overhead crane and a tower crane.

Get a feel for what it's like to be underground with
TunnelSkills, a set of four VR games with 360 video
tours of tunnels and interactive safety training.

English, Interactive,
Overhead Crane - Standing, Tower Crane - Sitting

English/Spanish/Italian/Greek/Romanian
Interactive, Sitting recommended 

Set of eight interactive experiences that teach safety
and pre-operational checks for crane operators.

English, Interactive/Passive, Standing

Become familiar with industry equipment, power
transformers, oil circuit breakers, and switchgear
through exploring a virtual substation environment.

English, Passive, Standing

French/English, Interactive, Standing/Sitting
Try drilling, adjusting valves to maintain pressure,

and look for hazards in the field. Test yourself to find
out which occupations are the best fit for you in the

Canadian energy industry.

English, Interactive/Passive, Sitting/Standing
Learn about what it’s like to work in petrochemicals,

cleantech, high tech, industrial construction, and
renewables.  Jump into minigames to test your skills.

French/English, Passive, Standing
Experience conventional and automated drilling,

steam-assisted gravity drainage, mining,
processing, natural gas and liquids pipelines.

Collect the necessary tools and carry out the step-
by-step sampling procedure for transformer oil of
voltage class 110 kV with training.

English, Interactive, Sitting/Standing

Address electrical safety requirements when
working near exposed energized parts, electrical
equipment, and wiring in hazardous locations.

English, Interactive, Standing
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